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ABSTRACT 
Let G he a permutation group of degree m. Suppose a+A(a) = (U&U)) is an 
irreducible, unitary representation of G. If B = (b,j) is an m-square matrix, define 
The article reports the results of an investigation into the properties of these matrix 
functions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of the symmetric permutation group S,,,. Let 
a+A( u) = (a,(a)) be a unitary, irreducible representation of G which affords 
the character x. We are interested in the function D defined by 
D(B) = x A(a) tnl b,(t) 
OEG 
for all m-square, complex matrices B = (bii). In [18], I. Schur proved that 
*The second author gratefully acknowledges the generous financial support provided by the 
faculty of Laval Univemity during the preparation of this article. 
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D(B) is a principal submatrix of U*K(B) U for some unitary U, where K(B) 
is the mth Kronecker power of B. 
If B is positive semidefinite hermitian, write B > 0. It follows im- 
mediately from Schur’s theorem that B > 0 implies D(B) > 0. (For another 
proof of this fact, see [4].) Taking traces, we find that 
4B) = 22 x(4 ii ho(t) (1) 
OEG t=1 
is nonnegative whenever B > 0. Indeed, the second major result of [18] is the 
remarkable inequality 
d(B) > x(id)det(B) (2) 
for all B > 0. 
The functions (1) and others like them have received extensive attention 
in the recent literature. (See, e.g., [2]-[lo], [12] and [14].) In the present 
article, we investigate the functions 
4jP) = Ix +J) ii ho(,). 
OEG t=1 
When i = i, these functions were studied in [ 121. When i #j, they fall into the 
general class of functions called d, in [14]. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let I denote the set of functions from {1,2,. . ., m} into { 1,2,. . ., n}. 
Occasionally we will think of elements y of I? as sequences of length m 
chosen from { 1,2,, . . , n}. If B=($) is an n-square matrix, and n,/3 EP, then 
B [a j/3] will denote the m-square matrix with i, i entry equal to the a(i), P( j) 
entry of B. 
As we wilI frequently use the ratio x(id)/o(G), it wilI be denoted by the 
special symbol R. We wiU also make repeated use of the Schur relations [17, 
p. 161: 
~~Guti(u-‘)u&T) = s,pu&r). 
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We now state the principal tool for this research, a result which resem- 
bles the classical Cauchy-Binet theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let B and C be n-square complex matrices. Take a,/3 ET. 
Zf r is a positive integer, 1 <T < x(id), then 
Proof. Expanding the 
by the Schur relations. 
There are several other versions of Theorem 1 available. For example, it 
may happen that d,.$[~]y]=d,,C[y]/3]=0 for all B and C, i.e., it is 
frequently possible to replace the set r in (4) with a proper subset. We shall 
have occasion to use one other version, and so proceed to develop it now. 
Let (Y, /? E I’. We say (Y-P (mod G) if there is a u E G such that (Y = /3u. 
Let A be a system of distinct representatives for the equivalence classes (mod 
G), so chosen that y E A if y is first, in lexicographic order, in its equivalence 
class. Finally, for each y E r, let G, = {u E G : yu = y }. 
THEOREM 1'. Let B and C be n-square complex matrices. Take a,/3 ET. 
Then 
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Proof From Theorem 1, 
from which the result follows by an application of the Schur relations. n 
Specializations of these results lead to some interesting consequences. 
For example, taking B = C*, p = q and p = (Y, we obtain 
because drp C* [ a 1 y] is the complex conjugate of c&C [ y I a] (a consequence of 
the unitarity assumption on A). 
Taking m = rr and (Y = (1,2,. . . , n) in (S), we obtain 
a special case of [14, Corollary 31. However, using Eq. (6), we can do better. 
COROLLARY 1. Let C be an m-square matrix. Then 
xW 
d,(c*c)> x IdtiC12. 
j=l 
(8) 
Proof. Take m = n and (r = (1,2,. . . , m) in (6). Discard everything but 
y=(1,2 ,..., m). W 
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Summing both sides of (8) on p, we deduce 
x(id) 
d(C*C)> x ptiq2. 
j,p=l 
Finally, it certainly follows from (8) that 
q&“C) a &Cl”> 
259 
(9) 
(10) 
1 < r < x(id), the promised improvement of (7). 
Another interesting consequence of (5) is that 
for all unikzy C. In particular, L& is not the identically zero function. [This 
observation is less trivial once one computes that d,(I) = 0, p #r.] 
Since D(C*C) > 0, it follows that 
p,,(c*c)l” < d,,(c*c)d,(c*c) (11) 
for all m-square C. (Moreover, strict inequality holds for C nonsingular.) In 
some sense, (11) is dual to the following inequality, which can be deduced 
from [12, Corollary 11: 
p,(B*c)l” < d,(B*B)d,(C*C) 02) 
for all m-square B and C. 
Denote Hadamard’s function by h, i.e., 
h(B) = ii b,. 
t=1 
Then specializing the very general Theorem 2 of [14] to the present 
situation, one obtains 
for all B > 0. However, the same result yields &(B) < h(B)/R, and thus (11) 
is better than (13). 
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COROLLARY 2. Let B be an n-square matrix. Take a,P ET. Zf T is a 
positive integer, 1< r < x( id), then 
Proof. The result follows (after some computation) by taking C= Z in 
Theorem 1. However, we supply a direct proof: The right hand side of (14) is 
by the Schur relations, 
COROLLARY 3. Let B be an m-square matrix. Then 
n 
for any integer T such that 1 <r Q x(id). 
Proof. Since A(u) is unitary, u E G, it follows that ]aJ a)] < 1, u E G. 
Taking p=q, m=n, a=B=(1,2 ,..., m) in (14), the result follows from the 
triangle inequality. n 
Given the somewhat pathological behavior of dpp, lower bounds are 
difficult to obtain when r#p. However, using (15) [or (5)], one can obtain 
lower bounds for average values of drp. For example, in [12, Corollary 21, the 
following improvement of Schur’s inequality [Eq. (2)] was obtained: det(B) 
<d,(B) for all B > 0. [Schur’s inequality states that the average of 
{d,(B):l<p<x(id)} d ominates det(B).] In particular, if A, > X, > * . . > h, 
are the eigenvalues of the m-square matrix B > 0, then 
- o(G) ~~Gld~B[l’...‘ml~]/. KA < 1 
x@) (16) 
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MAIN RESULTS 
Our first results involve upper bounds for jd,,(B)I in terms of the 
eigenvalues of B. To supply motivation for what follows, we proceed naively 
from (11). Let 
E = YEA: x ~(a)#0 , 
( OEG, I 
and suppose B > 0. Then 
I&(B)I < [ ~,iW&)]“’ 
We wiIl show below that 
(17) 
whereX,>h,>**. > &, are the eigenvalues of B. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose h,>X,>*.. > A,,, are the eigenvalues of m- 
square B > 0. Then for all p, q E { 1,2,. . . , x(id)}, 
p+y { (dppB-dqqB)2+41dqpB12)1’2 G ~~7 &&it) ,pz ~&w 
It follows from Theorem 2 that 
Id&I G N-C)/2 
for all pfq, an improvement over (18). 
(19) 
THEOREM 3. Let B be an m-square normal matrix with eigenvalues 
h,,A, ,..., k. Then 
l&B1 <m-’ 2 I>LI”, 
t=1 
1 < p < x(id). 
(20) 
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Rnx4rx. It is a special case of [9, Theorem 41 (see also [2, Theorem 
4.11) that the right hand side of (20) dominates the average of { 1 dJ3 I: 1< p 
< x(id)}. If B happens also to be doubly stochastic, the right hand side of 
(20) is dominated by m - ’ rankB. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose A,>&> **- > L are the eigfmcalues of m- 
square B >O. Then for all p,qE{1,2 ,..., x(id)}, 
(21) 
with strict inequality if A,,,#O. 
Proof. The result follows from (11) and (20). n 
ConoLr~nY 5. Suppose pi > j_ks > * * * > b are the sing&r values of the 
arbitrary m-square matrix C. Then 
I&Cl2 <m-l g j$,““. (22) 
t=1 
Proof. The result follows from (10) and (20). 
Observe that, under the hypotheses of Corollary 5, 
xW 
by the triangle inequality, convexity of the square, and (22). The last 
inequality for I&]” was proved in [2, Theorem 4.51. 
We now come to a result with a somewhat different flavor. 
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THEOREM 4. Let a ET. Define a complex valued function f on the cone 
of positive definite hermitiun n-square matrices as follows: 
f(B) = dpp(B -‘)[ +I* 
Then f is nonnegative and convex on its domain. 
When dpp =determinant, this result was obtained by W. W. Muir [16]. 
One of the present authors [lo] obtained the same result for the functions d 
of Eq. (1). 
Our final result is an extension of the classical Minkowski determinant 
inequality. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose A and B are commuting positive semi&finite 
hermitiun n-square matrices. Then 
d&+ B)+[ a/,] >dWA1’m[ ala] +dppB’/‘“[ ,I,] 
for allael?, l<p<x(id). 
When x(id) = 1, this result was proved in [7]. Summing both sides on p, 
we obtain 
d(A+ B)““[ ala] &&I”“[ +I] +dB”“[ ala], 
a result of R. Freese [2, Theorem 4.61. (It is not necessary to assume m <n in 
Freese’s theorem.) 
PROOFS 
The following technical result is essential to several of our arguments. 
LEMMA. k?t {X1,X2 ,..., x,,} be a set of independent irwkterminutes over 
the complex numbers. Let X be the n-square diagonal matrix having xi in 
position (i,i). Zf U=( ..) u,, is an a&tray n-square complex matrix, then 
Proof. From (4), 
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= 0 unless y = /3~ -I for some T E G. Substituting y = P?T- ’ in (24) yields 
Substituting this information back into (23), we obtain 
But 
= &u[ Pb]P. 
Substitution of (26) into (25) yields the result. 
(26) 
n 
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Proof of Theorem 5. Since A and B commute, they can be simulta- 
neously, unitarily diagonalized. Suppose {A,, . . . , A,,}, { pl,. . . , h} and {X, + 
/Jr> ** *, X, + h} are the eigenvalues of A, B and A + B, respectively. Then 
A + B = U* diag(h, + pr,. . . , h, + p,J U, U unitary. Substituting in the lemma 
with xi = (& + &‘I”, 1 < i <n, we obtain 
= c&,A”~[ ala] +&B”“‘[ ala], 
by an inequality of Minkowski ([l, $211 or [5, $3.5.11) and another applica- 
tion of the lemma. n 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let o and Y be nonnegative numbers which sum to 
one. Let B and C be positive definite hermitian matrices. There exists a 
nonsingular matrix U such that UBU* = Z and UCU* = E = diag(c,, cs, . . . , c,,). 
Then (wB+zCpl= U*(oZ+yE)-IU. By the lemma, 
d,(wB+vC)-‘[a/~] = ~~rZ~t~l(o+ucait~)-l, (27) 
where 
Now, if r and y are nonnegative numbers, then the following is a 
well-known generalization of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality [l, p. 
191: 
wx + vy > x”y’. (29) 
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Applying this inequality to (27), we obtain 
by Holder’s inequality. Taking w = 1 and v = 0 in (30) and then o = 0, v = 1, 
we obtain 
and 
We have proved 
dJwB+ vc)_‘[ ala] < (d,B -‘[ f_+])o(dppc-‘[ aIa])’ 
which, in view of (29), is better than advertised. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let B=U*diag (X1,Az ,..., &JU, where U is 
unitary. In this argument we take m = 7t and (Y = (1,2,. . . , n). By the lemma, 
where Z,, is given in Eq. (28). Following [6], we let m,(p) denote the 
number of occurrences of the integer t in the sequence p [alternatively, 
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m,( /3) = o( /3 -i(t))]. With this notation, (31) becomes 
It remains to prove that 
l= c mt( PP,,~ l<t<m. 
BEr 
Since this argument is nearly identical to one given in [6, pp. 320-3211 and 
[9, pp. 458-4591, we omit it here. 
Proofs of Theorem 2 and the inequality (17). Our proofs depend on 
some machinery from multilinear algebra. Let 5 V denote the mth tensor 
power of the (in our case) m-dimensional inner product space V, and denote 
byu,&. @u, the (decomposable or pure) tensor product of the indicated 
vectors. If T is a linear operator on V, then K(T) denotes the mth Kronecker 
power of T, i.e., 
K(T)(u,@* . . &I,,,) = (TV,) C3. * - 63 (TV,). 
To each u E S,,,, there corresponds a linear operator P(a) on 5 V, 
P(a-‘)(up~~ 63wJ = U&%” &&,,,. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [3], [8] or [13]) that with respect to the induced 
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is an orthogonal projection onto its range V,(G). Since K(T) commutes with 
8( G,x), the “symmetry class of tensors” V,(G) is an invariant subspace of 
K(T). Let Kx( T) denote the restriction of K(T) to V,(G). Let B be the 
matrix representation of T with respect to some orthonormal basis of V. It is 
proved in [ll, Theorem 31 that there exists an orthonormal basis of V,(G) 
with respect to which the matrix representation of K,(T) [calI it K,(B)] 
contains D(B) as a principal submatrix. [Since K,(B) is a principal submatrix 
of U*K(B)U for some unitary U, this argument constitutes another proof of 
Schur’s theorem mentioned in the Introduction.] It is known ([13] or [S]) that 
the maximum (respectively minimum) eigenvalue of K,(T) is 
m 
max 
ITx, ( yEi t=1 
(t) respectively min fi hct) . 
yEa t=1 1 
Thus, the inequality (17) is immediate from Cauchy’s inequalities for eigen- 
values of principal submatrices of positive semidefinite hermitian matrices. 
Similarly, Theorem 2 follows from an inequality of L. Mirsky ([15] or [5, 
$4.3.41). n 
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